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Frankendom - Robin L. Rotham 2014-04-01
A brilliant woman, a couple of mad scientists, and an erotic experiment with shocking results… Vascular
surgeon Dr. Rachel McBride knows she’d be insane to pass up the chance to work on Julian Kilmartin’s
cutting-edge research project. The reclusive neurologist has been the object of her submissive daydreams
since residency, and time and distance have only strengthened the dark compulsion. To complicate matters,
a former lover who was all too aware of her attraction to Julian is also on the team. Charmingly obnoxious
Dr. Colin Carter was Julian’s protégé back in the day, and nothing appears to have changed…or has it?
There’s an earnestness to Colin now, an urgency she’s never before seen in him. When she accepts the offer
and travels to Eastern Europe, Rachel discovers that research is only part of her job description—and her
total submission is only the beginning of the sexual excesses Julian and Colin will demand from her.
Warning: You should assume any Robin L. Rotham book contains BDSM elements, anal play, and every
possible ménage à trois permutation. Additionally, FrankenDom contains mad scientists, real dungeons,
whips, chains, spanking, a variety of taboo fantasies, mild puppy play, electrical devices in uncomfortable
places, humor, and an intimidating ratio of sadists to masochists.
Enslave Me Sweetly - Gena Showalter 2006-06-06
Eden Black walks among humans, protecting them from the murderous evil of other-worlders who abduct
and enslave. And though she appears to be human herself, Eden is an alien, a Raka, distinguished by her
golden hair and skin, and gifted with the ominous ability to kill without remorse -- and with total accuracy.
That is, until the fateful night she has one shot to eliminate her target, a human slaver -- and misses.
"Failure" is not in Eden's vocabulary. Neither is "partner" -- but that's what she is forcibly assigned after
recovering from her disastrous mission. A sexy, steely-nerved human agent, Lucius Adaire enjoys nothing
more than sparking the fury -- and rousing the desire -- of the fiery female assassin too proud to admit
defeat. Locked in an assignment they cannot afford to lose, Lucius and Eden find themselves bound in two
high-stakes, heart-pounding games: the sensual web of kill or be killed, and the erotic dance of seduction.
Multilingual Practices in Language History - Päivi Pahta 2017-12-18
Texts of the past were often not monolingual but were produced by and for people with bi- or multilingual
repertoires; the communicative practices witnessed in them therefore reflect ongoing and earlier language
contact situations. However, textbooks and earlier research tend to display a monolingual bias. This
collected volume on multilingual practices in historical materials, including code-switching, highlights the
importance of a multilingual approach. The authors explore multilingualism in hitherto neglected genres,
periods and areas, introduce new methods of locating and analysing multiple languages in various sources,
and review terminology, theories and tools. The studies also revisit some of the issues already introduced in
previous research, such as Latin interacting with European vernaculars and the complex relationship
between code-switching and lexical borrowing. Collectively, the contributors show that multilingual
practices share many of the same features regardless of time and place, and that one way or the other, all
historical texts are multilingual. This book takes the next step in historical multilingualism studies by
establishing the relevance of the multilingual approach to understanding language history.
The Last Boyfriend
- J. S. Cooper 2013-05-07
Lucky Morgan has had her share of heartbreak. She is devastated when her boyfriend dumps her after
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sleeping with him and she vows to herself that she won't be used again. She decides that the next guy she
dates and sleeps with, will be her one true love. Zane Beaumont is the mysterious and snooty guy that
comes into her diner every Friday night with a different girl. He's the type of guy she's learned to avoid:
carefree, fast, handsome, rich, and sarcastic. Unfortunately, she can't stop thinking about the devilish
gleam in his eyes. When Lucky's car breaks down one night after a party, it is Zane who comes to her
rescue. As Zane attempts to sweep Lucky off of her feet, she soon realizes that nothing is as it seems and
that Zane may very well be the guy for whom she changes the rules. That is until she meets Braydon.
Amorous Overnight - Robin L. Rotham 2015-02-03
What's better than one hot alien at your service? Two hot aliens in your bed. After four months of orbiting
Earth in a spaceship bursting with sex-starved aliens, nurse Shelley Bonham will do just about anything to
get off. The ship, that is. Not that the aliens aren't hot enough to put her hormones on red alert. In fact, the
more time she spends with the Garathani leader Cecine and his personal guard Hastion, the more she
wants them. Knowing what Cecine and Hastion are doing to each other when nobody's looking only makes
it harder to keep her hands to herself. But she's already been betrayed by one alien-her dead douchebag of
a husband. Can she trust her future-and her children-to another? Warning: Contains the usual Robin L.
Rotham smorgasbord of m/m/f menage and D/s elements, plus a shipload of alien alphas in outer space.
Gift of the Goddess - Denise Rossetti 2007
The Law of the love goddess Lufra states that no man may take his pleasure inside any part of a woman's
body, unless she has climaxed first. Each time, every time.
Binding Krista - Jory Strong 2007-05-01
When burned-out action star Arian Adams arrives at his parents' home, he stumbles into bed and lands in
the arms of a mysterious stranger named Angel. Their connection appears to be fated, bringing to life the
predictions of his agent-manager-danger and an angelic beauty will be his next great adventure. Shaken by
visions of his astrological sign drinking from the water of Aquarius each time he touches Angel, Arian's
strong belief in astrology warns him-she's his Venus, his life mate. But she can't be, he knows nothing about
her other than she's beautiful and makes him aroused just by standing near him. Though Arian wants her,
he's got one big problem-not knowing her past. Angel is on the run, desperately hoping to evade her past.
She seeks solace in a small town named Chance, hoping the town's name will signal a normal life. But it's
far from normal when a gorgeous hunk jumps in her bed and ignites an insatiable need for hot sex. Though
Angel wants him, keeping her secrets from Arian could destroy their connection forever.
A Thousand Days in Venice - Marlena De Blasi 2013-01-01
De Blasi, a chef and food writer from St. Louis, begins a whirlwind romance with a man in Venice.
A Companion to the Ancient Near East
- Daniel C. Snell 2008-04-15
A Companion to the Ancient Near East offers students and general readers a comprehensive overview of
Near Eastern civilization from the Bronze Age to the conquests of Alexander the Great. Covers the
civilizations of the Sumerians, Hittites, Babylonians, Assyrians, Israelites and Persians Places particular
emphasis on social and cultural history Covers the legacy of the Ancient Near East in the medieval and
modern worlds Provides a useful bibliographical guide to this field of study
100 Wood Type Alphabets - Rob Roy Kelly 1977-01-01
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Beautiful selection of 100 19th-century American wood type fonts, many reproduced at actual size. Each
font features a complete alphabet of capitals; many include lowercase letters, numerals, and punctuation
marks.
Yes, Doctor - Renee Rose 2021-05-06
When Dr. Darren Drake catches his Certified Nurse Assistant smoking behind the clinic and gushing on the
phone about him, he decides she requires punishment: an embarrassing examination including anal play.
Playing around with an employee opens him up for sexual harassment charges or getting kicked out of his
practice, but when Chloe asks for more, he just can’t resist. Despite working in an OB/Gyn clinic, Chloe
hates doctors. Their know-it-all God-playing rubs her the wrong way—until the man she refers to as Dr.
Dreamy shows her giving up control might fulfill fantasies of submission she never knew she had. He seems
to enjoy torturing her in the most delicious ways, but he also reduces her to stammers and blushes, which
makes it hard to get to know one another. Can he use his dominance to remove all semblance of control,
leaving her with no option but to obey and show her true heart?
Contemporary Hollywood Cinema - STEVE NEALE 2013-04-15
A comprehensive overview of the film industry in Hollywood today, Contemporary Hollywood Cinema
brings together leading international cinema scholars to explore the technology, institutions, film makers
and movies of contemporary American film making.
Zeraac's Miracle
- Jory Strong 2006-03-01
The first in the Undercover series. She wants to forget her past... Sara lives alone in the isolated wilderness
of Canada...until one stormy night when an injured fugitive with amnesia forces his way into her home and
straight into her wounded heart. He's dangerous, tastes of dark, delicious sex and unleashes lusty cravings
she never knew she had. Although there can be no future with a sexy man accused of murder, she's willing
to do whatever it takes to keep him in her life and in her bed. He needs to remember his past... She smells
of sweet peppermint and makes him burn with hot desire. He wants her, needs to be deep inside her and
yearns to forget the terror-filled flashbacks that haunt him. Crooked cops and a romantic ghost town hold
the secrets to his mysterious past, and if he's ever going to give her a future they both crave, he'll have to
prove his innocence, even if it means facing his dangerous past head on.
A Survey of London - John Stow 1842
This volume offers a rare 1603 account of London and its history.
The Trigon Rituals - Angelia Whiting 2005-06
Two warriors from a far away galaxy.... Men who have invaded her night time musings, learned her
innermost fantasies, what erotic pleasures she seeks ... come to claim her ... while she's awake. This is no
dream.
Succubus On Top - Richelle Mead 2011-01-28
A succubus must balance a burgeoning romance as she fights to save a co-worker’s soul in this urban
fantasy from a #1 New York Times–bestselling author. Love hurts, and no one knows it better than
Georgina Kincaid. If she so much as kisses Seth Mortensen, the shy, sexy writer she’s been dating, she’ll
drain his life force. Admittedly, the shapeshifting and immortality perks of a succubus are terrific, but it’s
completely unfair that a she-demon whose purpose is seduction can’t get down with the one mortal who
accepts her for who she is… It’s not just her personal life that’s in chaos. Doug, Georgina’s co-worker at a
local bookstore, has been exhibiting bizarre behavior, and Georgina suspects something far more demonic
than double espressos. She could use an assist from Bastien, an irresistibly charming incubus and her best
immortal friend, but he’s giving Georgina some highly distracting come-hither vibes. Georgina is going to
have to work solo on this one-and fast, because soon, Doug’s life won't be the only one on the line… Praise
for Richelle Mead and her Succubus series “Richelle Mead delivers sexy action and tongue-in-cheek hellish
humor—if damnation is this fun, sign me up!”—Lilith Saintcrow, author of The Devil's Right Hand “This is
one of those series I'm going to keep following.”—Jim Butcher, New York Times bestselling author of the
Harry Dresden series “The mix of supernatural mystery, romance, and reluctant succubus is great
fun.”—Locus “Mead cooks up an appetizing debut that blends romantic suspense with a fresh twist on the
paranormal, accented with eroticism.”—Booklist
Jarael's Lioness
- Angelique Anjou 2011-02-01
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A stranger in a strange land, Elise is still trying to come to terms with the difficulties attached to being a
dispossessed Earthling on an alien world. By all logic, she should have been terrified when the tall,
muscular, cat-like humanoid rose from the water to capture her, be he ever so fascinatingly handsome.
Instead, she discovers she is unable to resist when bombarded by the potent pheromone's of his desire.
Unfortunately, the fires of passion can not burn eternally and the moment it's quenched and their senses
return, they discover they have a serious problem-Elise is no lioness, maned or otherwise, and she refuses
to accept Ja-rael's insistence that they are now mated for life. Rating: Contains explicit sexual content and
graphic language. Genre: Futuristic Romance.
Tempting the Beast - Lora Leigh 2003
Callan Lyons is a genetic experiment. One of six fighting for freedom and the survival of their Pride.
Merinus Tyler is the reporter who will tempt him, draw him, until the fury of the "mating frenzy" locks them
into a battle of sexual heat there is no escape from. Deception, blood, and the evil Genetics Council are hot
on their trail. Callan will use his strength to try and save them both...and do all in his power to keep his
woman in the process.
Management - James Arthur Finch Stoner 1992
Dual Abduction - Eve Langlais 2016-10-22
They both wanted her. The question was, could they share her? Abducted by alien slavers, along with her
group of teenage misfits, Louisa doesn't think her week can get any stranger until two big purple warriors
arrive to the rescue-and then fight over who gets to keep her. Not interested in a winner, she clobbers
them, but when they regain consciousness, they're even more determined to claim her. Best friends, Brax
and Xarn, share everything; loot, jobs, trouble, until they come across a luscious human that stirs their
possessive side. Their battle over who gets to keep her ends in a tie due to matching concussions, but
what's a bruise or two when it comes to winning her as a mate. When she keeps denying them both, they
put aside their rivalry to team up and claim the one they want.
Girl Long Gone - Danielle M. Haas 2020-05-25
Monica’s stomach fluttered with excitement as she told the interesting man she’d been flirting with online
for weeks all about her weekend plans. He was a great match, and they had so many things in common. But
sometimes your life can come down to one single bad decision... NYPD Computer-crimes detective Connor
Mitchel’s sister is missing. As he combs through his sister’s life, he realizes Monica might not have been
this killer’s first target—or his last. In a twisted game of cat and mouse, Connor thinks he’s finally found the
man responsible for his sister’s disappearance. Unfortunately, he’ll first need to convince the shy,
distrustful Evelyn Price she could be the next victim tangled in the murderer’s web if she doesn’t agree to
help him catch the killer. But just as Connor and Evelyn close in on their quarry, the killer has one last trick
up his sleeve that could trap them all...
Alien Rule - Tracy St. John 2016-10-25
The mighty Kalquorian Empire trembles on the verge of extinction. After watching a virus decimate their
female population, Kalquor is desperate to find a way to survive. Marked for execution, Jessica McInness
knows joining the enemy is her only hope for survival. When Kalquor’s crown princes arrive to rescue her,
she discovers the three alien men aren’t quite what she hoped for in lifelong mates. Arrogant and brutish,
the royal clan infuriate her—and awaken passions no other men have. The Kalquorians are determined to
seduce the temperamental woman who inflames their lusts. They relentlessly pursue the hesitant Earther,
resorting to forceful means to claim her as their mate. But love comes at a high price when the princes’
choice of a princess incites a rebellion on Kalquor and endangers Jessica’s life.
Never Seduce a Scot - Maya Banks 2012-09-25
Maya Banks, the New York Times bestselling author of romance and romantic suspense has captivated
readers with her steamy Scottish historical novels, perfect for fans of Julie Garwood. Never Seduce a Scot
features a remarkable woman whose rare gift teaches a gruff Scottish warrior how to listen with his heart.
Eveline Armstrong is fiercely loved and protected by her powerful clan, but outsiders consider her
“touched.” Beautiful, fey, with a level, intent gaze, she doesn’t speak. No one, not even her family, knows
that she cannot hear. Content with her life of seclusion, Eveline has taught herself to read lips and allows
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the outside world to view her as daft. But when an arranged marriage into a rival clan makes Graeme
Montgomery her husband, Eveline accepts her duty—unprepared for the delights to come. Graeme is a
rugged warrior with a voice so deep and powerful that his new bride can hear it, and hands and kisses so
tender and skilled that he stirs her deepest passions. Graeme is intrigued by the mysterious Eveline, whose
silent lips are ripe with temptation and whose bright, intelligent eyes can see into his soul. As intimacy
deepens, he learns her secret. But when clan rivalries and dark deeds threaten the wife he has only begun
to cherish, the Scottish warrior will move heaven and earth to save the woman who has awakened his heart
to the beautiful song of a rare and magical love.
The Dirty Ones- Ja Huss 2020-03-31
They said write what you know so that's what I did. I wrote dirty, I wrote erotic, I wrote the truth. And then
they called me a liar. But it's not me who's lying, it's them. Our story isn't for everyone. It's not even for us.
So if you're looking for the fairy tale and the stupid prince on his dumb white horse, move along. You've got
a hold of the wrong book. This is not your story, this is not your life, and this is not your opportunity to dip
your frightened little toe into the dark pool of water and "try new things" and then pull it out and decide...
#NotForMe. When you go in with us you go all in. So make a decision before you turn this page. Because
I'm making one promise with this book. Just one. We are The Dirty Ones and this is our truth.
The Evolution of Plant Architecture - Marie Helena Kurmann 1999
The Evolution of Plant Architecture brings together contributions from specialists in many different fields,
including ecology, palaeobotany, systematics and evolution.
Alien Overnight - Robin L. Rotham 2007-06
Aliens recruit Earth women for their planet's sex-starved males.
Victorious Star - Morgan Hawke
Captain Ravnos of the Mercenary dreadnaught Hellsbreath rules his crew with an iron will. First Officer
Seht is a skeldhi prince whose specialty is erotic discipline. They're on a mission, and in need of a nav-pilot.
Kidnapped into service on the Hellsbreath, Victoria is caught between two very different men locked in
their own private and erotic power struggle. And then there's the mission… The Moribund Company has
captured the Imperial Dreadnaught Arcane and intends to auction the sentient ship to the highest bidder.
Unfortunately, Moribund himself is attending the auction and Ravnos is forced to remain onboard the
Hellsbreath for Moribund has a personal vendetta against the handsome captain. It is up to Victoria and
First Officer Seht to go deep undercover at the Mordred Space Station to rescue the Arcane. To complete
the mission and return to her duties as an Imperial officer, Victoria must become Prince Seht's rehkyt—a
pet, literally and figuratively. Not allowed on the furniture and kept at the end of a leash, Victoria discovers
that there are worse things than servicing your captain. Or are there? Publisher's Note: This book contains
explicit sexual content, graphic language, and situations that some readers may find objectionable: Anal
play/intercourse, substantial BDSM elements (including/not limited to bondage, domination/submission,
whipping), menage (m/m/f), and homoerotic sexual situations (m/m, f/f).
Interstellar Service & Discipline
- Morgan Hawke 2006
Victoria Stark is an Imperial Navigations Pilot known among the sentient battleships as the Victorious Starfor sacrificing her captains to save her ships. Strong-willed and resourceful, she has never lost a ship she's
flown-and never serviced a captain she's had. Captain Ravnos of the Mercenary dreadnaught Hellsbreath
rules his crew with an iron will. First Officer Seht is a skeldhi prince whose specialty is erotic discipline.
They're on a mission, and in need of a nav-pilot. Kidnapped into service on the Hellsbreath, Victoria is
caught between two very different men locked in their own private and erotic power struggle. To complete
the mission and return to her duties as an Imperial Officer, Victoria must become Prince Seht's rehkyt-a
pet, literally and figuratively. Not allowed on the furniture and kept at the end of a leash, Victoria discovers
that there are worse things than servicing your captain...
Oxford's College Gardens - Eleanour Sinclair Rohde 1932

Wales, Australia, and Caine sees it as the opportunity to start over, out on the range where his stutter won't
hold him back and his willingness to work will surely make up for his lack of knowledge. Unfortunately,
Macklin Armstrong, the foreman of Lang Downs who should be Caine's biggest ally, alternates between
being cool and downright dismissive, and the other hands are more amused by Caine's American accent
than they are moved by his plightâ¦ until they find out he's gay and their amusement turns to scorn. It will
take all of Caine's determinationâand an act of cruel sabotage by a hostile neighborâto bring the men of
Lang Downs together and give Caine and Macklin a chance at love.
Her Mate and Master - Renee Rose 2017-08-15
“I’m your master. When I give you an order, you obey.” I didn’t escape my slave master only to be shackled
again. Not even by a sexy male built of solid muscle who does wicked things with his fingers and tongue.
Not even one of my own species who says he knows my father--the father I don’t remember. No, I’m not
about to trust Tomis, the Zandian warrior who rescues me from the Finn, especially after he sets my body
on fire with a series of humiliating punishments. But it’s breeding season on Zandia and the crystals
activate my hormones, making me desperate for satisfaction, even at the hands of the arrogant warrior bent
on saving both me and his species. Devour USA Today Bestselling Author Renee Rose's steamy stand-alone
romance in the interconnected Zandian Masters series today! Publisher's Note: This stand-alone alien scifi
romance contains graphic sex including spanking. If such material offends you, do not buy this book.
The Shivering Sands - Victoria Holt 2013-09-03
"One of the supreme writers of gothic romance, a compelling storyteller whose gripping novels have
thrilled millions."-RT Book Reviews Her sister's mysterious disappearance will lead her to a deadly secret...
Caroline Verlaine knows something is wrong. Her sister has gone missing and no one can tell her why. The
only option is to go where Roma was last seen-an estate with a deadly history. The Stacy family has lived off
the Dover coast for generations, carefully navigating the treacherous quicksands nearby. But the sands
aren't Caroline's biggest threat. Everyone here has a secret, especially the enigmatic young heir Napier
Stacy. No matter where Caroline turns, the ground she walks is dangerous. And the closer Caroline comes
to unraveling the truth, the closer she comes to sharing her sister's fate. What readers are saying about The
Shivering Sands "The feel of this story was similar to that of Rebecca-the sort of dark, shivery, mysterious
feeling. The end was WAY better in my opinion, though. Definitely a good read!" "This is a five-star
historical, romance, mystery, psychological thriller." "The most suspenseful book ever, and many years
later, after having read countless Holt books, I can safely say that this is her best work."
Carnal Compromise - Robin L. Rotham 2019-03-09
When you're down on the farm, things are bound to get dirtyIJoe Remke just has one qualification for his
lovers-he wants them gone before sunrise, which makes his new bunkmate AJ about as safe as a woman can
be around him. It also makes his determination to sleep with his boss downright stupid, because if Brent
ever gives in, he'll be looking for a new job.Brent Andersen knows sex with his right-hand man Joe is
inevitable, but he's not going down without a fight. Putting the new female hired hand in their cramped RV
was a stroke of genius, taking the heat off him while protecting her from the horny guys on his custom
farming crew.AJ Pender's bunkmates may hide their feelings for each other from the rest of the crew, but
they aren't fooling her-Brent and Joe are hot for each other, and it's all she can do not to cry at the thought.
Not that they'd be interested in her, of course, and if they ever found out she fantasizes about being the
meat in their farmer sandwich, they'd probably die laughing.Fortunately for Brent and Joe, fantasies have a
way of outing themselves and AJ's are right up their alley. But even three-ways have their risks, and AJ can
serve as a buffer for only so long before the tension between them explodes.Warning: Flying BOBs aheadand that's just the warm-up! Strap yourself in for a wild ride complete with ménage, m/m, and a voyeuristic
f/f scene hot enough to make three grown men beg for mercy.
Alien Embrace - Tracy St. John 2016-08-30
An Earth woman is claimed by an alien clan of three men, bringing their two worlds to the brink of war.
Amelia Ryan fled Earth’s fanatically religious government to live quietly among the aliens of Plasius. Her
life of peace shatters when a three-man clan from the planet Kalquor kidnaps her and holds her prisoner.
With their people poised on the verge of extinction, the Kalquorians are determined to have Amelia for their
mate. Amelia is equally determined to escape. But when her body thrills to the ruthless domination of her

Inherit the Sky - Ariel Tachna 2012
Lang Downs: Book One Caine Neiheisel is stuck in a dead-end job at the end of a dead-end relationship
when the chance of a lifetime falls in his lap. His mother inherits her uncle's sheep station in New South
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captors, she finds herself surrendering to desires she never imagined possible.
Stow's Survey of London - John Stow 2016-05-18
This collection of literature attempts to compile many of the classic works that have stood the test of time
and offer them at a reduced, affordable price, in an attractive volume so that everyone can enjoy them.
Enemy Overnight - Robin L. Rotham 2010-06-01
The last time Jasmine King was aboard the Heptoral, she escaped by the skin of her teeth. This time she
won't be so lucky. Trapped on a ship full of sex-starved aliens and out of the pheromone blocker that holds
off her physical transition, Jasmine makes a desperate escape attempt...and fails. The consequences are
disastrous-she's mated to three horny warriors, and one has a huge bone to pick with her. What's a girl to
do but fall in love? The last time Shauss saw Jasmine, the deceitful little Terran stole his bondmate from
under his nose. This time he won't be so trusting. Finally master of his own bond, Shauss names secondary
mates Jasmine feels safe with...and lives to regret it. One can't stop puking long enough to claim her. The
other challenges Shauss' supremacy by digging into his psyche at every turn. What's a Dom to do but bed
them all into submission? He sets out to do just that, but his domination takes a brutal turn when he
discovers Jasmine's deadly secret... Reader Advisory: Contains a sultry female/female sex scene.
The Living Canvas - Pepper Winters 2019-10-15
“Must be brave, stubborn, and impervious to the tempers of loved ones.” The first line hissed with history.
“Hours are endless, pay is non-existence, quitting absolutely forbidden.” The second line ached with truth.
“Able to function on no sleep, refrain from running when times get hard, and be more than just a living
canvas but a lover.” The third thrummed with honesty. “Other attributes required: forgiving, opinionated,
and not afraid to tell me when I’m wrong. Must also enjoy being touched and kissed at any time of my
choosing.” The fourth glowed with promise. “Call or email ‘YOUR HEART, HIS SOUL’ if interested in
applying.” The final made my future unfold. The advert was so similar to one I should never have applied
for. A twist of fate that brought two destined people back together. A job I would take in a heartbeat if the
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employer could offer such terms. But I wasn’t free. Neither was Gil. Therefore, my interview could never
happen.
Big Temptation - Robin L. Rotham 2009-02-01
When the Mahoney Tower Tulsa's general manager disappears, Jillian Fox calls headquarters for help. What
she gets is a hotshot corporate investigator-and an inexplicable craving for things that are very, very bad
for her. Something besides his monogram and size sixteen shoes tells her Barrett George could be BIG
trouble, but resisting his aggressive pursuit turns out to be even harder than keeping her fingers out of the
candy bowl. Barrett knows the skittish little accountant is probably smart not to trust him, especially if
she's looking for crappily ever after. But it's been months since he got laid and her avoidance tactics only
inflame his inner predator. Barrett's sexual domination sparks Jillian's complete sensual surrender and a
primal attraction that puts both their hearts at risk. But even as he tests the limits of her trust, the
investigation heats up, exposing a conspiracy that places Jillian in harm's way-and forces Barrett to face his
greatest fear. Is mnage a trois your fantasy? Find out what happens to Jillian when one of her most secret
fantasies becomes a reality. Steamy doesn't even come close. We should all be so lucky.
Enclosure Fires
- Lars-Göran Bengtsson 2001
Provides a deeper understanding of how fire behaves during enclosure fires, primarily in smaller areas such
as apartments and houses (dwellings). Focuses on the mechanisms that control flashovers, such as flame
spread and reradiation from the smoke gas layer and how to recognize the signs of an imminent flashover
in order to minimize the risks involved in the fire service's operations. [Note: The Swedish methodology of
dealing with flashover differs somewhat from the American.]
The Book of Signs - Rudolf Koch 2013-12-31
Famed German type designer renders 493 classified and documented illustrations divided into 14
categories, including general signs, Christian signs, astronomical signs, the four elements, house and
holding marks, runes, and more.
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